
Cirn withdraws BERKELEY ENERGIA LIMITED
hostile takeover bid.

CiRN withdraws Berkeley Energia Limited hostile takeover bid, AVISO CiRN retira la adquisición hostil

de BERKELEY ENERGIA LIMITED ADJUNTA.

CHILLIWACK CENTRAL, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, November 30, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ --

CiRN and I withdraw our

hostile takeover bid for

BERKELEY ENERGIA LIMITED

as it may not conform to the

Securities Legislation of the

Kingdom of Spain.”

Marino Specogna

Further to news release published November 29, 2021,

titled CiRN takeover BERKELEY ENERGIA LIMITED, CiRN and

Marino Specogna withdraw the hostile bid takeover of

BERKELEY ENERGIA LIMITED immediately.

CiRN owns several Uranium prospects in Saskatchewan

and owns three (3) Uranium deposits in Quebec.

CiRN looks to utilize the inground Uranium resources to

produce electricity thru the ionization of radiation that

emits from the inground deposits. This radiation energy is continuously emitted from any

Uranium deposit for the life span of Uranium which is over 4.5 Billion years. CiRN believes this

energy can be absorbed by an ionization plant that will be in continuous operation for the life

span of the radiation of Uranium, 4.5 billion years, and that this use of already established

technology first discovered with the Geiger Mueller counter in the 1908, can be utilized, along

with the discoveries that the gold nanomaterial producing electricity from Uranium dissipation

absorption was reported by Los Alamos scientists in 2008 and the paper is titled Nanomaterial

turns radiation directly to electricity, https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn13545-

nanomaterial-turns-radiation-directly-into-electricity/ , and a 2011 academic paper by Stanford

University, titled Energy from radioactivity,

http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2011/ph240/kumar2/ , and a paper in 2011 by Cambridge

titled Direct Energy Conversion From Gamma Ray to Electricity Using Silicon Semiconductor Cells,

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/mrs-online-proceedings-library-

archive/article/abs/direct-energy-conversion-from-gamma-ray-to-electricity-using-silicon-

semiconductor-cells/AD86142E057DC2D41E77AD7E28DD10A7 , whereby several of the

publishers have reported on Uranium dissipation to absorption to electricity, CiRN working to

develop sustainable, non intrusive and non obtrusive technology to absorb the earths energy to

power.

CiRN looks to work with any public, private or title or landowners with Uranium deposits or
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waste from Nuclear Reactors to implement this absorption of radiation and ionization of

radiation to electrical energy as the natural occurring radiation emits for the 4.5 Billion years and

the technology can capture the radiation to convert to electricity. which technology will also

destroy global warming. If you have an asset, contact CiRN to discuss at PR@CiRN.ONE .

More information can be viewed at www.CiRN.one .

Marino Specogna

CiRN
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